
2014 GIACOMO BREZZA E FIGLI BAROLO
Third Corner Retail Price $52.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $45.04 

93 Points Wine Spectator 
Cherry, earth, leather and woodsy aromas and flavors denote this strict, solidly structured
red. Shows energy and vividness, with hints of tar and licorice on the lingering aftertaste.

1,000 cases made. 

2015 SORÌ PAITIN SERRABOELLA  BARBARESCO
Third Corner Retail Price $49.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $42.49 

95 Points Wine Spectator 
Sweet cherry and strawberry fruit is framed by earth, eucalyptus, tobacco and tar notes in

this rich yet firm red. The assertive tannins suggest a glacial evolution but the lasting
impression of fruit shows this wine's potential. 815 cases made. 

CA' DEL BAIO "AUTINBEJ" BARBARESCO
Third Corner Retail Price $35.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $30.59 

93 Points Wine Spectator 
A briny mineral note in the aroma signals this high-tension red. There is ample fruit and flesh
on the palate, with cherry, strawberry, stone and white pepper flavors. Tightens up again

on the finish. 1,830 cases made 

2013 NOBILI VALTELLINA SUPERIORE INFERNO DOCG
Third Corner Retail Price $37.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $32.29 

Classic Valtellina Nebbiolo. Medium red, very distinctive aromatically with a combination
of red fruit, flowers, and amaro-like mixed spice. Very elegant structure, with fresh acidity
and a modest alcohol of around 13%. The Inferno is lacy and elegant, with a very clear

sour cherry aroma and flavor. Irresistibly drinkable when young but should easily go for 10-
15 years in the cellar. 

                2017 CANTALUPO COLLINE NOVARESI IL MIMO
NEBBIOLO ROSATO

                     Third Corner Retail Price $14.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $12.74 
90 Points Vinous 

Orange pink. Clean floral and ripe red fruit aromas and flavors are
simple and fresh. Hints of sassafras and dried rose add complexity.

Slightly sweet and focused on the nicely persistent finish, firmed by dusty tannins. 

2013 SCHIAVENZA BAROLO DEL COMUNE DI SERRALUNGA D'ALBA
Third Corner Retail Price $49.99 Wine Club Member To-Go Price $42.49 

93 Points Wine Spectator 
Rose petal, new leather, forest floor and balsamic whiffs of menthol take the lead on this

youthfully austere red. Linear and vibrant, the full-bodied palate delivers Marasca cherry,
orange zest, cinnamon, licorice and an earthy hint of game. Bright acidity and taut tannins

provide an age-worthy structure. Fans of classic of Barolo will love this 

NeBbIoLo WiNe TaStInG
SATURDAY, MARCH 20TH
2:00PM - 4:00PM      $25


